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Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen, First of all, let me thank you all for giving me the opportunity to talk about the public service Prevencion10.es.Let me just start by introducing myself. My name is Beatriz Diego and I work as an Area Coordinator of the public advice department in the INSST, the Occupational Health and Safety Institute in Spain. What I would like to present to you today is the Spanish contribution to the IRAT community, with our website Prevencion10.es, and how the IT-technologies have given a huge impulse to our success.I hope my talk were particularly relevant to those of you who are involved into improve the Health and Safety between micro and small companies.
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In my presentation, I will focus into three main parts:First, I will talk about the beginnings of the Prevencion10.es. What it is? And Who are our public targets?Second, I will give you an overview of our exploitation data. That is number of users, number of companies and number of visited pages through the entire website.Finally, I will show you how we have used the new technologies, in terms of connectivity and accessibility to increase the number of enterprises that use Prevencion10.es.My talk should take between 10 or 12 minutes to cover these three issues. I have brought some brochures about the project. Please take one, if you are interesting in to get additional information.



How be gu n Preve n cion 10.e s ?

“[…] In companies with up to 10 employees, the public authorities
will help the employers to improve workplaces safety and health,
using sectorial questionnaires and specifyingactivities or risks that
require specializedtechnical support .”

Spanish    Stra tegy   on    
Occupationa l   Safe ty   and    Hea lth

(EESST  2007-2012)
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Well, let us move on to the first point. Prevencion10.es born up in 2010 under cover by the First Spanish Strategy on Health and Safety. That strategy committed to create a public advisory service focused to the enterprises of under 10 employees. 
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In those days, Prevencion10.es had this appearance. The website looked like sad, bored and, in from my point of view, naïf. We launched the website with two tools: evalua-t which goal is to do the risk assessment and the hot-line STOP-riesgos laborales.Nevertheless, the main problem was that only people with digital certificate could access to the online services. In consequence, the users had to give their personal data or their corporative data to the government. In addition, nobody wanted to take that risk in his business. In fact, during the first three years we only had 3 thousand and 4 hundred expedients.



Small en te rprises under 25 employees . (SMEs)

Self-employed workers.*

*

Nowadays

Prevencion 10.es goes m uch  fu rthe r:
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Since the beginnings, Prevencion10.es has been growing up. Today our target are companies of under 25 employees and self-employed workers.
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What is that we offer nowadays? evalua-t® a tool to easily do the risk assessment and the action plan.autopreven-t® a tool to facilitate the coordination among enterprises in shared workplaces. autopreven-t® is specially pointed the self-employed workers.instruye-t® an e-learning course to get an official certificate on basic Health and Safety issues.STOP-riesgos laborales, the hot line that is availed the business days from 9 to 2.Beside all of this, we have a collection of infographics, videotutorials and practical files adapted to the small companies.



Increase of number of expedients
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As I mentioned before, our initial data were discouraging but today is this scenario continue? This bring us to the second point. How many enterprises use prevencion10.es?My next slide shows a line graph increase of the number of expedients over the past eight years. As you can see there are two lines, the blue one belongs to the user roll, and the orange represents the guest role.Until 2016, the register step was mandatory for both roles. However, something changed and the guests rocketed. Just look at the sharp increase in the slope of the orange line between 2017 and 2018.
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Porcentaje del número de visitas a Prevencion10.es

2018 2017 2016 2015-2010

Percentage of number of visits

795,436
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The number of visits to the website has increase too. To illustrate this fact, here we have a pie chart indicates that over the last three years we have had the 45% of our audience. Just in 2018 we had a little less than eight hundreds thousands of visits.This now leads us the last point. What have we done to get these results?The answer is simple. We have changed the website in its appearance as well as in its functionality. The project started in 2016 and a year later, in June 2017, we launched the new website.
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Today, this is our homepage. As you can see is more friendly, simple and direct. Just in three paragraphs, we say what is we offer and whom. However, the most important change is that we have developed a web responsive site. That means that information properly fits every size and screen orientation. This is relevant because the 92% of Spaniards access to the Internet through smartphones.If we are interesting these issues, we can go in just pressing the button. 



How can we go in?
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After that, we have to choose a role: user or guest. For being user, only an email’s account is required. On the other hand, guests have free access to the next step.



What do we want to do?
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On the next page, we have to select if we are a self- employed worker or we have a company.If we were a company and we would want to do the risk assessment. The process is very simple. We would done in four steps:Appoint the person responsible for carrying it out.



We’ll ch oose  ou r bu sin e ss
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Select our productive sector.



We’ll describe the jobs
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Assign the tasks to each worker.



We’ll do the risk assessment
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And, fill the questionnaire.The slide shows a graphical scenario of our business that contains the potential harmful sources divided by groups. First, the general risks such as workplace conditions, facilities, fire installations, etc. After that, we will have the specific harmful sources of each job.
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For example in a supermarket, the shop assistants have harmful sources such as lifting of loads, or costumer support.Each harmful source has several questions. It is required that answers- YES, NO or NOT APPLICABLE- were be honest. If all the answers are YES, the risk is under control. However, when we say NO we have to evaluate the risk and set up an action plan. This means, determinate the risk hierarchy, propose a solution, appoint the person responsible, and the schedule.
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At the end of questionnaire, we get a document that contains the policy of Health and Safety of company, the resume of the risk assessment and the action plan.To the self-employed workers, the process is very similar and the final document is specifically adapted to the mandatory requirements to this collective.



Is Prevencion 10.es 
easy to  use?

Has Prevencion 10.es 
m et your expecta tions?

Do you  recom m end  
Prevencion 10.es?
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As a final point, we wanted to know the opinion of the people. To get that, we have a voluntary survey. Here you are the results:81% of users say that Prevencion10.es is easy to use.78% of users say that Prevencion10.es has met their expectations.84% of users would recommend Prevencion10.es



Thank you for your attention .
beatriz.diego@insst.mitramiss.es

Special thanks to:
Subdirección técnica INSST
Ezentis Tecnología
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So, that is Prevencion10.es, our contribution to the difficult challenge to improve Health and Safety in micro and small enterprises.  Thank you very much for your attention.
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